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Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee:

Description
Related issue: https://bugs.ruby-lang.org/issues/9525

This problem is a big issue for Fluentd.
We hope to backport this commit to Latest Rubies.

Related issues:
Related to Ruby master - Bug #9525: Stuck with Socket.pack_sockaddr_in
Closed

History

#1 - 02/20/2014 08:58 AM - kosaki (Motohiro KOSAKI)
- Related to Bug #9525: Stuck with Socket.pack_sockaddr_in added

#2 - 02/20/2014 08:59 AM - kosaki (Motohiro KOSAKI)
- Status changed from Open to Closed

This ticket will be handled by Bug#9525.

#3 - 07/13/2016 07:12 AM - mariakatosvich (maria katosvich)
We met this trouble with Fluentd https://github.com/fluent/fluentd.
Fluentd is sometimes stuck at Socket.pack_sockaddr_in line on shutdown.
Here is the gist https://gist.github.com/sonots/9047653 to explain details.
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